
Integrate your MIS and 
prepress workflow

A step towards achieving a lean  
packaging production process
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A lean production process is the ever-
shifting target we’re all aiming for.  
That is – if you’re striving for an ultra-
slick, super-streamlined workflow which 
boosts throughput while eliminating 
daily firefighting for you and your team. 
And who isn’t, right? 
To become leaner, you’ll essentially need to trim the fat from your 
processes end-to-end…continuously. Again, and again. The focus is 
on removing any steps which don’t add value, or which are duplicated 
across your workflow. 

In the pursuit of slimming down processes, businesses just like yours 
– and perhaps you have done this yourself – often bring in technology 
to solve problems or drive efficiencies in particular departments. 
For example, to reduce errors during prepress, to eliminate manual 
intervention, or to speed up the order process. However, this leads 
you to rely on disparate systems working in silos. And although you 
have fixed the issue on one side, there’s still room for error or delay 
on the other.

It may seem like you can’t win, but really you simply need to get your 
tools talking to each other. Not only does this improve quality and 
efficiency, but it also boosts productivity and reduces waste. In other 
words, you become leaner. So, just like with people, communication 
and understanding between tools and departments really is key. 

If you connect the tools used in each department, they can com-
municate, collaborate and share seamlessly. And you will eliminate 
the need for manual input. You’ll speed up processes, while creating 
more efficiencies. 
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Integration in action

Let’s take a look at an example of how integrating your 
MIS system with your packaging prepress process will 
work to boost your quality control and reduce operator 
intervention.

1. Your MIS sends the job to your prepress department using an automation workflow solution 

2. The automation tool checks the file and sends error reports/quality checks back to the MIS

3. Your operators receive automated error notifications, so they can quickly resolve them.

Because your tools are working together, there’s no need for manual checking or switching 
back and forth between systems. By automating quality checks, you’re reducing the chance 
of mistakes slipping through the net and therefore boosting quality. And suddenly, you have 
yourself a lean prepress workflow. 
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Four benefits of integrating 
your packaging production 
processes and MIS
1. Increase your output
With constant demands to complete more jobs at a faster pace, who doesn’t want to do more in 
less time? Improving employee productivity is one way to do this. But you must give your team 
members the tools they need. And those tools must be working together.

This is where integration comes in. 

If your teams are bogged down by inefficient and disjointed systems – and spend their days 
firefighting just to complete their day-to-day tasks – of course they cannot perform at an 
optimum level. If your personnel are spending time completing non-value add tasks, such as 
manually transferring customer data from one system to another, not only are they being taken 
away from more valuable jobs, but they’re also potentially introducing errors and reducing the 
overall agility of the company. 

With integration… 
Team members utilize their functional expertise to spot and address performance 
issues. You create tailor-made workflows that support optimal performance. You 
minimize manual intervention with automated workflows and data centralization. 

By reducing manual intervention your operators won’t accidentally create errors, 
meaning an increase in quality. They are able to focus on the tasks which bring the 
most value and complete more jobs in less time.

Boom. You’ve just boosted productivity! 
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2. Scale your production 
If you’re dealing with multiple siloed systems 
and overlapping databases – you’re never really 
seeing a complete view of your business in real 
time. So how can you be prepared to increase 
or decrease your production? 

As mentioned earlier, the implementation of 
various siloed systems to solve problems and 
manage tasks only creates new problems down 
the line. With each system giving a different 
version of the truth and not communicating 
with each other, you’ll become reliant on manual 
intervention – making it impossible for you to 
scale your operations. 

Manual intervention also increases errors, 
which equates to customer dissatisfaction, 
complaints and product recalls which can’t 
be planned for. 

Are you relying on other workarounds, such as 
offering overtime to staff to complete jobs with 
a quick turnaround? Putting aside the various 
other problems with this approach – it’s also 
completely unscalable. 

With integration…
You gain real-time visibility into your business, allowing you to optimize workflows and 
improve productivity by accelerating pre-production lead times and optimizing job 
capacity across sites. You easily identify bottlenecks and eradicate waste by eliminating 
duplication and minimizing manual tasks and job handovers. Your operators don’t spend 
time searching for the correct file. Or transferring data between systems. You reduce 
errors, by reducing human touchpoints – and so your customers are happier with the 
final product. They don’t complain. You don’t reprint, wasting time and resources. 

You boost productivity and eliminate waste. 
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3. Eliminate mishandling of data and information

With integration… 
Your data passes through departments – such as Customer Service, Prepress and 
Production – without re-entry, or manual handover. You enter the data just once – and 
the information is shared across your organization. No missing details. No need to log 
on to multiple systems to piece the task together. This results in serious time savings. 
You eliminate human errors, too. This two-way data flow means all your departments 
are speaking the same language, so nothing gets lost in translation.

And you’re one step closer to a connected, automated workstream that increases 
throughput while eliminating errors and optimizing efficiency. 

Have you found that critical information not 
entered into your MIS stays safe and in the 
correct place? 

Are you able to locate log files or history easily 
and quickly, to repeat the job or to review for 
continuous improvement? 

If the answer to one or both questions is ‘no’ – 
your systems are simply not communicating 
well enough (perhaps not conversing at all). 

Similarly, if your personnel spend their days 
switching between multiple systems to collate 
all the pieces of information needed to com-
plete their task – piecing together a jigsaw 
of inefficiency and error – or worse, manually 
entering data at each stage, then you are 
working hard, rather than smart. Thankfully, 
there is another way. 
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4. Stay agile in a competitive marketplace
With siloed systems and overlapping databases 
– how can you gain the accurate, up-to-date 
information needed to make quick, important 
business decisions and stay agile in this com-
petitive market? 

We’d say you can’t. If you need to spend 
countless hours tying together error-prone 
information, just to get an overview of your 
business, it’s impossible to be flexible or to 
move quickly with confidence and control.

Sadly, this leads to you losing valued cus-
tomers to competitors who are able to shift 
and switch in a flash, to accommodate tricky 
orders and fulfil their customers’ growingly 
diverse needs. 

Can you afford to lose or turn away jobs, simply 
because your systems don’t communicate. 
Which business can?

With integration…
You have a real-time, holistic overview of your process. It doesn’t take you weeks to 
collate information to evidence required changes. You easily see which machines 
you need and when, the size and complexity of print runs, and how many jobs you can 
accommodate on your site or at other plants. You quickly review jobs, to see how the 
business can improve. You identify bottlenecks at a glance. The information is all at 
your fingertips and you are making huge time savings. 

Put simply, knowledge is power, and integration transforms you into a quick-thinking, 
customer-satisfying, waste-reducing, productivity-enhancing powerhouse of a business. 
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Take the first step –  
start Value Stream Mapping
The benefits are clear – but where do you begin? Our advice? Start with a deep dive to iden-
tify where the true value in your production processes lies, compared to non-value-add, yet 
time-consuming tasks. You need to discover what is and isn’t worth your time.

Value stream mapping (VSM) is where packaging converters like yourself investigate every step of 
their production process. This helps you to identify the waste you’ll need to eliminate to get lean. 

Complete a VSM exercise to visualize and understand where the waste is accumulating. 

In general terms, there are eight very ‘un-lean’ waste areas to consider: 

Unnecessary transportation

Excess inventory

Unnecessary movement of people, 
equipment and/or machinery

Idle time

Over-production

Adding unnecessary product features

Defects or faults

Unused talent, knowledge and skills
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Make a start by identifying examples from 
each category within your process.
Across the packaging process, there are specific areas that you need to address. And the good 
news is, each can be solved by integration. Looking at your own prepress process, think about:

Pre-production 
lead times

Are you still manually registering 
jobs in different systems? 

How much time does this 
cost per system?

How much time does this accumu-
late day-to-day, per employee? 

Data entry How is job data captured and collated? 

Are individuals re-entering the 
same information repeatedly? 

Is the data input consistent? 

Manual 
handovers

Are all jobs manually transferred 
across departments? 

How is job information transferred 
across sites and locations?

What version controls are in place? 

How does this affect the customer? 

Does it expose job vulnerability 
and risk of contract loss? 

Reflect on
your prepress

process
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Mishandling of 
information

Has critical information that has not 
been entered into the MIS been lost?

Can you retrieve the log files 
or history to understand what 
went wrong and why? 

Siloed 
departments

Are you providing the correct job 
status, assets and scheduling 
information to production coordi-
nators, job planners and CSRs to 
perform their roles optimally?

Is there a free flow of informa-
tion that employees can access 
digitally from any location? 

Now you’ve answered each question – it’s easier to see which areas are working well and which 
aren’t, right? Problem areas are your low-hanging fruit and the first issues to look to solve via 
integrating your MIS system with your packaging production workflow. 

Of course, these are only high-level questions to get you started – there’s plenty more digging 
needed to gain a more detailed view. And, if you need a hand, we’re more than happy to help 
you along.
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In summary
Integration of systems helps you extend the 
value of core business applications beyond just 
managing processes, by empowering people. 
It enables you to optimize wasteful practices 
and processes. You transform every user into 
a better, more productive team member who 
expands their skills and contributes directly to 
overall company success – so that you achieve 
the growth potential you’re capable of. 

Integration is not without its implementation 
challenges. But the advantages of adoption 
are clear. 

It’s important to take it one hurdle at a time. 
There is no need to rush to solve everything at 
once, and in striving for continuous improve-
ment, not even possible to do so. Take one thing 
at a time and start with the easy, low-hanging 
fruit first, working your way upwards to more 
challenging processes. 

Inevitably, you’ll never stop finding new ways 
to improve the efficiency of your workflow. 

Integration will smooth your path towards lean 
manufacturing. And if lean thinking is a way 
of life, could the answer to near perfection lie 
in a fully digitized, automated and integrated 
workflow? At Esko, we believe it certainly can.  

Are you ready to take the next step?  
Contact our Esko experts to find out how 
our solutions can help your business. 

Automation Engine 
Esko Automation Engine is a modular 
workflow software that could be 
the beating heart of your prepress 
operations. It’s a cloud solution, 
which will ensure your operations 
are no longer siloed and encourage 
lean thinking from inception.

Learn more, download our workbook 
‘Is Automation right for you?’ or visit 
esko.com

WebCenter
Esko WebCenter is quite simply the 
only packaging management solution 
your business will ever need. It's a 
powerful, web-based platform that 
manages all aspects of the prepro-
duction specification, approval and 
project lifecycle.

Learn more, download our guide 
on how WebCenter can advance 
your journey to digital trans-
formation or visit esko.com 

https://www.esko.com/en/lp/demo/request-demo-automation-engine
https://www.esko.com/en/lp/demo/request-demo-automation-engine
https://www.esko.com/en/lp/automation-engine/is-automation-right-for-you
https://www.esko.com/en/products/automation-engine
https://www.esko.com/en/products/webcenter
https://www.esko.com/en/products/webcenter
https://www.esko.com/en/products/webcenter
https://www.esko.com/en/products/webcenter
https://www.esko.com/en/products/webcenter


Belgium Raymonde de Larochelaan 13, 9051 Gent | Tel. +32 9 216 92 11 | info.eur@esko.com

USA 8535 Gander Creek Drive, Miamisburg, OH 45342 | Tel. +1 937 454 1721 | info.usa@esko.com

Brasil Rua Professor Aprígio Gonzaga, 78 - 10º andar - São Judas - 04303-000 - São Paulo - SP | Tel. +55 11 3550-1311 | info.la@esko.com

Singapore 1 Kaki Bukit View #04-15/17 - Techview, Singapore 415941 | Tel. +65 6420 0399 | info.asp@esko.com

Japan Telecom Center Building, West Wing 6F, 2-5-10, Aomi, Koto-ku, Tokyo, 135-0064 | Tel. +81 (3) 5979 6086

China Floor 6, Building 1, 518 Fuquan North Road, Shanghai, 200335 | Tel. +86 21 3279 6555 | info.china@esko.com

esko.com
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About Esko
Esko is a global provider of integrated software and hardware solutions that accelerate the 
go-to-market process of packaged goods.

For each stakeholder in the process, Esko solutions enable them to work efficiently and deliver 
right-first-time packaging and marketing content on time, every time.

Our goal is to make it easier for CPG and pharma businesses to manage their packaging, labeling, 
regulatory and marketing content. With our packaging management platform, brand marketing 
and packaging teams can increase their productivity, reduce costs, and save time.

For packaging and label trade shops, premedia service providers and printer converters, we 
digitize, automate, and connect the entire print production process with software and hardware 
solutions for CAD design, prepress processes, flexo platemaking and print inspection.

For further information, please visit www.esko.com

http://www.esko.com

